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Gerhard ULRICH, author of the book          December 10, 2016 

The Unmasked «Constitutional State»  

Avenue de Lonay 17 

CH-1110 Morges – 0041 21 801 22 88 

catharsisgu@gmail.com 

 

 

Mister   Pascal BROULIS  

State Councillor VD 

Département of Finances 

Rue de la Paix 6   

   

CH-1014 Lausanne 
 

  
cc:  

Simonetta SOMMARUGA, Chief of the Federal Department of Justice and Police 

To all State Councillors and Members of Parliament VD 

To the office of the Parliament VD + Prosecutors’ Office VD 

Daniel KIPFER FASCIATI, President of the Federal Penal Court 

Michael LAUBER, Attorney General of the Swiss Confederation 

To about 200 journalists – To whom it may concern 

 

Denunciation of the State Councillor Pascal BROULIS 

for mismanagement and membership to a criminal organization 
to be transmitted to the competent authority 

 
To you, BROULIS, 

 

You are an asset to the hidden Oligarchy and your physical appearance is 

misleading the Vaudois. You do have the look of an innocent schoolboy or 

expressed otherwise, one would give you the communion without confession. In 

addition, since your appointment as the Minister of Finance of the Vaudois, you 

managed to improve considerably the financial situation, having been a disaster 

before. What is it all about? 

You have been informed of the publication of my book Bitter Pill for the 

Freemasons, editor Samizdat, and November 4, 2016: 
www.worldcorruption.info/eng/gutknecht  

Quotation from chapter V.4:  

« Pascale BROULIS has been informed repeatedly about the fiscal irregularities 

of the real estate tycoon Patrice GALLAND. In the interest of the State, he should 

have acted. He remained mute. Vaudois socialist Members of Parliament explain 

this inaction by the interest of the radical party to get hidden financings – 
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GALLAND is probably a generous donator to the PLR, yielding in turn financial 

indulgence. » 

BROULIS, you did not contest this fact. Your silence has to be assimilated with a 

tacit admission. In conclusion, you did sanitize the Finances of this canton on 

the back of the small tax payers, pressing them like lemons, but by granting 

illegal favours to the hidden oligarchs. This is mismanagement.  

 

Extracts from www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_krieger-e.pdf : 

« Already on June 3rd, 2004 Mr.  C. PEGUIRON of the Finance Department VD 

had presented to Patrizia RATHGEB a purchase offer of land.  (…)The State of 

Vaud did acquire that land unbeknown by the real owner, Werner RATHGEB, by 

transaction of February 9, 2005 at the price of CHF 4.-/m2, whereas the land had 

been acquired 18 years earlier for the price of CHF 12.80, without taking into 

account the subsequent infrastructure investments.  

 (…) Patrizia RATHGEB is a thief and the State of Vaud a receiver of stolen 

goods, an active accomplice in fraud. » 

You BROULIS, were responsible for the Finances VD at that time. You are thus 

belonging to a criminal organization.  

 

Since February 26, 2016 I sent you at least a dozen of mails containing concrete 

information concerning the state banditry committed in the canton of Vaud: 

www.worldcorruption.info/ulrich.htm . But in your book « Fragile pouvoir », 

editor Mon Village, 2016, you have the guts to write the following sentences: 

« I defend the power as an essential prerequisite to freedom, to peace, to economic 

dynamics, to social progress, provided to be embedded, controlled and that it is 

not endorsed with brutality.  (…) Then, the power is separated between the 

executive, the legislative and the judiciary… » 

That book is pure public relation, which you are spreading on behalf of the hidden 

oligarchs, with the aim to misinform the public opinion. In reality, there exists 

no separation of powers but a sharing of the tasks for exploiting the State of Vaud 

as it was the private property of the oligarchs who do as well command the 4th 

power – the Mass Media. You, BROULIS, you abuse of your authority in an 

organized gang, assuming the misleading role to be a solid household manager. 

As a matter of fact, you are ambushing the Vaudois  

To you, BROULIS 

                                       Gerhard Ulrich, Dissident                                                    
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